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Let F2 denote the plane geometry based on the field F. The definition 
of the Gallai number G(F2) was introduced in [l] as follows. If for every 
finite set S of points of F2 not on a line, there exists a connecting line 
meeting 5’ in at most k points, we say that G(F2, k) holds. The Gallai 
number G(F2) is defined as the least k such that G(F2, k) holds. 
By a configuration A in F2 we will mean a tiite subset A of P together 
with the background collinearities of points of A induced by F2. We say 
that a con&uration A in F2 is a copy of a configuration B in K2 if there 
exists a bijection (Y from A onto B such that for all X, y, z E A, x, y, z 
are collinear if and only if CLX, oly, 01z are collinear. In this note we show that 
a configuration in F2 may be copied in a plane geometry based on a simple 
algebraic extension of the prime field of F, and thus G(P) depends 
essentially on such extensions. In a similar direction we prove that G(P(x)), 
where F(x) is the field of rational functions over Fin the indeterminate x, 
equals G(F2) if and only if F is infinite. We also show that, given any 
number p algebraic over a prime field P, there is a configuration which 
may only be copied in F2 if P(p) can be embedded in F. 
The following lemma, which we shall require in the proof of Theorem 1, 
is a result in algebraic geometry that basically stems from the Hilbert 
Nullstellensatz (see [2, Corollary 4, p. 1681). 
LEMMA. If F is any field, K is an extension of F, Pl ,..., P, , Q, ,..., QS E 
F[X, ,..., X,] andfor some k, ,..., k, E K, 
P<(k, ,..., k,) = 0 i = l,..., r, 
Qi(kl ,..., k,) # 0 j = l,..., s, 
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THEOREM 1. Let F be a jieid and S a configuration in F”. Then then 
exists an element cr algebraic* over the prime jield P of F .wch that S cat, 
be copied in PYcT). 
ProoJ: We may assume that not all the points of S are collinear since 
otherwise the result is trivial. Let Ai == (ai, b,j) i -= i,..., n be the point: 
of S and consider the polynomials wijlc E P[X, ..,., S, , Y, . . .._ Y,,] given b) 
The lemma shows that there exist 01~ ,..., LY%, b1 ,..., Pn algebraic ove. 
P such that w&a1 ,..., +, , /3t ,..., &J =: 0 if and only if w&al ,..,. CI, 
b 1 ,..., b,) = 0. 
Let S’ be the configuration in P*(o~~ ,..., +, , & ,..., #3,J obtained fron 
S by mapping the point Ai to the point A, == (q, &). Suppose Ai = A 
and i + j. Since the points of S are not ail collinear there exists k such tha 
wjk(al , . . ., a, , b, ,. .., b,) F 0 whence wijk(olI ,. . . . OL, , fil ,..., p,) + 0 whicl 
is a contradiction. Hence the mapping is a bijection and S’ is a copy of S 
The theorem follows because P(oi, ,..., Len: PI ,..., &J is a separabl’ 
extension of P. 
THEOREM 2. Let P be a prime jield. Given any polynomial p E P[x 
irreducible over P and any root p of p, there exists a conjguration A c 
P”(p) such that A can be copied in F2 (P d F) only if F contains a root qf j 
Proojl Let p E P[x] be irreducible over P and let p be a root of j 
It is clearly sutkient to prove the corresponding-result for projectiv 
planes. Starting from the triangle of reference, the unit point and th 
point (3 we construct a configuration A(x) containing the point ($)I 
Clearly a copy of A(p) necessarily contains a root ofp. 
THEOREM 3. G(F2(x)) = G(F2) if and only ifF is$nite. 
Proof. Let F be an infinite field and S a noncollinear configuratio 
in F2(x). Let Ai = (ai( b$(x)) i = l,..., n be the points of S, and COI 
struct the polynomials wjii,. as in the proof of Theorem 1, Put I:,jk(X) 
wijk(a,(x),..., a,(x), b,(x),..., b,(x)). Since F is infinite we may choo: 
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cy E F such that q(a), bi(ol) i = l,..., n are well defined and viilc(ol) # 0 
if and only if ZQ~&X) # 0. The mapping (a&), b,(x)) - @(LX), &(a)) 
determines a copy of S as in Theorem 1. 
Let F be a finite field, then G(F2) = / F I. Consider the points S of the 
projective plane over F as a subset of the projective plane over F(x). 
By choosing a suitable collineation, for example 
we see that S can be embedded in F(x). Thus G(F(x)) 2 1 F 1 + 1 and 
the result is established. 
We would like to thank Professor Gleason for his helpful suggestions 
and for bringing the lemma to our notice, thus enabling us to generalize 
our original Theorem 1 to fields of characteristic p # 0. 
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